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Abstract: This study is aimed at investigating the effectiveness of virtual reality (VR) on attention
training for elementary school students. A pre-test and post-test design of the quasi-experimental
method was adopted and 66 third and fourth graders from an elementary school in Hsinchu, Taiwan
were used as experimental subjects, divided into a control group and experimental group. The former
used the computerized Attention Process Training (APT) system and the latter used the proposed VR
system for attention training, both for two weeks. The attention scale for elementary school children
was used to evaluate the participant’s attention before and after training, including the dimensions of
focused attention, sustained attention, selective attention, alternating attention, and divided attention.
A questionnaire survey was conducted to measure the learning anxiety and cognitive load during
the training process. The experimental results indicated: (1) The overall attention was significantly
improved after the training process for both groups, and the VR system was more effective than the
computerized APT in improving children’s attention. (2) The questionnaire results showed that the
experimental group had lower learning anxiety and cognitive load than the control group. According
to the experimental results, VR training is more effective in improving the attention of participants
while reducing their learning anxiety and cognitive load. Therefore, it is a useful tool for attention
training in elementary schools.

Keywords: virtual reality (VR); Attention Process Training (APT); training effectiveness; learning
anxiety; cognitive load

1. Introduction

“Attention” refers to the ability that an individual can concentrate and persist in a
particular activity. In education, children’s attention has always been an essential con-
cern for parents and teachers [1]. Attention usually affects children’s learning in three
ways: (1) the motivation before learning, (2) the level of engagement during learning, and
(3) the effectiveness after learning. It was reported by Grills-Taquechel et al. [2] that at-
tention deficits affect children’s reading and math skills. Vartak et al. [3] suggested that
the level of sustained attention in preschoolers could be an indicator of later academic
achievement. Many studies confirmed that attention has a significant impact on children’s
academic performance [4–6]. As described above, attention is closely related to learning
and it is a key factor affecting learning performance. If attention is properly developed and
utilized, children will be more concentrated and focused on their studies.

In the past, people thought that “attention” meant concentrating on a certain thing.
Over time, many experts have come to believe that attention does not represent just a single
item, but rather a series of actions to accomplish one or multiple tasks. Until now, there
is still no consensus on the exact definition of attention. The clinical model of attention
proposed by Sohlberg and Mateer [7] forms the main theoretical basis for this study. This
model classifies attention into five dimensions:
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• Focused attention: The ability of an individual to focus on a task and respond directly
to specific visual or auditory stimuli. This is the most basic type of attention.

• Sustained attention: The ability of an individual to maintain consistent responses and
behaviors over time while performing a task.

• Selective attention: The ability of an individual to select a particular object when faced
with a stimulus or interfering objects and to continue completing the task without
being affected by the interfering objects.

• Alternating attention: The ability of an individual to change the target of attention
and alternate attention between tasks. For example, students need to switch their
attention between listening to lectures and taking notes during class.

• Divided attention: The ability of an individual to use appropriate attention for multi-
ple tasks simultaneously. Divided attention is used when performing multiple tasks
are required at the same time.

1.1. Attention Training

Sohlberg and Mateer developed Attention Process Training (APT) based on their
clinical model to address the five types of attention. The APT has been used in various
medical and rehabilitation fields to provide specific training for patients with attention
problems. Park and Ingles [8] noted that the APT is the simplest, most convenient, and
most effective tool for attention training in clinical trials. As described previously, students
have improved attention in the classroom after performing APT. Therefore, it is used in
this study with the training content adapted from YouTube’s public resources. The E-prime
system [9] was used to reprogram the questions by choosing one question for each type
of attention.

With the advance of information technology and the increasing popularity of digital
media, distracting products are becoming widely prevalent. As a result, researchers are dis-
covering more and more students with inattention problems [10]. Some scholars reported
that children have difficulty concentrating during their learning processes. They are not
able to perform a specific task for a period of time, and the problems are often related to
the ability to allocate their attention [11]. Many elementary and middle school teachers
believe that young students generally have insufficient attention, and lacking attention has
a serious impact on their learning, a problem that cannot be underestimated. For school-age
children, attention affects not only learning performance but also social functioning [12]. If
the inattention problem is continuously ignored, it will bring a great crisis to the education
system. In order to enhance students’ learning effectiveness, teachers and parents must
be active in getting their attention back. In knowing the causes of this problem as early as
possible, preventive interventions can be provided.

According to Betts et al. [13], sustained attention for children grows rapidly from
the ages of eight to ten and stabilizes after that. Therefore, the earlier a child’s attention
deficit is identified, the more attention deficit can be prevented from causing learning
difficulty and inefficiency during the school years. Consequently, how to improve or
cultivate children’s attention has become an important issue for parents and teachers. For
example, Tang and Posner [14] divided attention training into a cognitive functional process
and a state-of-mind orientation. The cognitive functional process requires the repetition of
specific training activities to enhance the working memory and attention of the trainees.
Many scholars conducted research on the topic of attention training and they incorporated
different media into the design of attention training programs, such as applying music
training to enhance attention and combining games or classroom teaching materials in
attention training [15,16]. Their findings showed improvements and positive effects on
attention problems after proper training. With the assistance of modern technologies, there
were some successful cases using the digital training method reported by Steiner et al. [17]
and Papanastasiou et al. [18], and their results showed that attention could be improved
but the training effectiveness varied depending on the treatment.
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In recent years, many brain neurologists suggested that the brain is plastic and can
be activated through training. Current research trends in children’s attention training
can be divided into two strategies: cognitive load training and mental or physical state
training [14]. The strategy for training cognitive load is to have the trainees perform some
tasks related to executive functions. Working memory and conflict resolution are the
abilities required to perform these tasks, so this study is focused on the strategy for training
cognitive load. Another type of training is mental state training, which uses different
sensory stimuli to change the trainee’s physical and mental states.

As game-based learning technology evolves, many researchers have combined game
elements with attention training in a digital way [19]. Green and Bavelier [20] confirmed in
their research that action video games could greatly enhance the perceptual ability and im-
prove concentration, resulting in a positive impact on learning effectiveness. Lim et al. [16]
used brain waves combined with speed-based digital games to remedy attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) problems. Green et al. [21] suggested four common fea-
tures of digital attention training: (1) Extraordinary speed: fast switching of objects during
training, (2) cooperation between perception, cognitive and motor: players need to use both
perception, cognitive and motor in the training of movement types, (3) unpredictability:
the ability to concentrate on the training while paying attention to the unexpected events,
and (4) emphasis on peripheral processing: the ability to focus on the screen center while
dealing with the tasks around the screen.

1.2. Virtual Reality

Virtual Reality (VR) is a virtual 3D space generated by the computer interface and
immersive instruments. In addition to providing a new visual and auditory experience, the
user can also interact with others in the virtual world. The sense of immersion makes people
feel like they are situated in the real world filled with imagination and creativity for them
to explore. Burdea and Coiffet [22] proposed that virtual reality has three characteristics:
interaction, immersion, and imagination, called the three I’s of VR. Interaction means that
users can interact with the objects and avatars in the virtual environment and receive
responses in real-time; immersion means the 3D virtual world provides users with the
immersive feeling as if they were in the real world; imagination means that there are all
kinds of possibilities in the virtual world, where the virtual characters and objects can be
created even if they do not exist in the real world.

VR technology is widely used in various fields, such as gaming, medical training,
travel, and education, and it is an image synthesis technology combining sound effects to
create a virtual world. In addition, the users can interact with the virtual world through
devices such as head-mounted displays (HMDs), position trackers, and data gloves to
experience the feelings of immersion and participation. Virtual reality can be divided into
the following four types according to different equipment used:

• Desktop VR: Also known as non-immersive virtual reality, it is the cheapest and
easiest way of VR, which requires only a regular computer, the VR software, a mouse,
and a keyboard to interact with the computer. Although a joystick can enhance
interactivity, it is less immersive than a data glove [23].

• Simulator VR: Also known as vehicle-based VR, it is the first VR system developed
for the purpose of simulation. Simulator VR allows the user to operate in a specific
hardware environment to perform flying or driving training. Simulator VR is designed
with an operating interface and scenery equipment to simulate a real-life situation,
e.g., a pilot training system [24].

• Immersive VR: With specific input and output devices, such as stereo sound devices,
HMDs, and handsets, the user can receive feedback stimuli in real-time. The sensation
and interaction allow full immersion and isolation from the outside world [25].

• Projection VR: Using a projector with stereo sound effects, images are projected onto
the screen to create a three-dimensional scene. Users can experience virtual reality
with 3D glasses, just like watching a 3D movie in a theater [26]. Depending on how
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the models of objects and virtual scenes are developed, VR can also be divided into
the following three types:

• Geometry-based VR: Also known as geometric virtual reality. The objects in the
virtual scene can be created by 3D modeling software, e.g., 3D Studio Max, Cinema
4D, AutoCAD, and Maya. Designers can control the orientation of 3D objects with
different viewing angles, and they can also add programs to these objects for setting
different characteristics [27,28].

• Image-based VR: It is designed using photo synthesis technology by the following
two methods: The first is to use a camera as the axis and rotate it at a fixed angle to
take images from the surrounding environment. Then, the image processing software
is used to combine the images for creating the virtual scene without spending a lot of
time. This method is often used in developing virtual museums or art galleries. The
second method is to surround the object with one or several cameras and shoot the
object at a fixed distance around the circle. This method is suitable for displaying an
object, and the audience can observe it from different angles [29].

• Hybrid VR: Combining object-based VR and image-based VR, the first step is to take
multiple images of a real scene, and then create a panoramic environment as the virtual
background. The 3D virtual objects can be added to the scene and their characteristics
are controlled by the program to achieve desired interaction [30].

Virtual reality has been applied in many research fields, including science, military
training, medical experiments, and entertainment, and also brings a substantial contribution
to education. When applied in education, VR can simulate various situations and provide
immersive contexts for learners to interact with. It is a new form of educational medium
which makes learning easier, more enjoyable, and more effective. Many universities
are looking for a new learning environment that allows students to experience real-life
processes without facing the risks, such as anatomy, and they found VR capable of solving
this problem [31]. As shown above, using VR technology has become an important trend
in the development of education. In addition, researchers engaged in combining VR with
learning content to achieve better effectiveness [32–35].

Jung et al. [36] investigated the impacts of VR and augmented reality (AR) in the
context of visiting the museum by applying social presence theory and experience economy
theory. Jiménez [37] used VR and AR technologies in teaching chemistry at high schools
and colleges to convey the idea that these technologies can help students learn more actively
and independently. Based on the important characteristics of VR and the advantages of
combining VR with education, this study aims at applying VR technology in attention
training for the following reasons:

• Immersive training: Because VR can provide 3D visualization to enhance immersion
and isolate external distractions, users can focus on attention training more easily.

• Bringing fun to learning: Integrating VR into teaching can reduce the rejection of
learning contents and enhance concentration. VR creates a virtual learning environ-
ment for students to interact with and learn from. This new approach can also bring
fun to learning and reduce the problem of inattention caused by boring courses.

• Combining multimedia: VR systems combine 3D models, stereo sounds, and anima-
tion with learning content to present more diverse stimulus effects.

• Direct interaction: VR systems provide the most direct interaction for users, without
complicated training instructions and explanations, so elementary school students can
operate it easily and concentrate on attention training.

• Integration of physical application: Since children with attention deficits are liable
to distraction, training should not be done by oral instruction only. The VR system
provides an immersive experience and multiple types of sensory stimulation, so it is
considered a suitable tool for attention training.

• Automatic recording of the learning process: The VR system can record the user’s
training process, which not only facilitates the subsequent analysis but also allows the
adjustment of training difficulty according to different users and their ages.
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In recent years, VR technology has been widely applied in education because it can
break through limitations in traditional education by allowing learners to go beyond the
scope of a classroom or textbook, making difficult knowledge easier and more interesting.
Virtual reality not only gives students an immersive experience but also enhances their
willingness and enthusiasm to conduct learning through repetitive practice. Virtual reality
provides new perspectives for teaching materials and activities. The teachers can also
investigate students’ participation and learning status in the course, and then modify
the content to meet their requirements based on learning portfolios [38]. As mentioned
by Loeffler and Anderson [39], virtual reality can present educational content in a more
realistic way than textbooks, and people are able to process visual information better than
text. Therefore, incorporating virtual reality into teaching can enhance students’ learning
motivation and performance more effectively.

Virtual reality not only contributes to school education but also excels in various types
of teaching and learning activities. The study by Carbonell-Carrera and Saorin [40] showed
that the virtual learning environment created using Google Street View and VR glasses
could improve students’ spatial orientation skills. From the literature review, it can be seen
that virtual reality has been widely applied in education and has brought about a significant
impact. In addition to enhancing students’ motivation in learning and prolonging their
attention span, many studies have shown that integrating VR technology into teaching can
increase the effectiveness of learning.

Cho et al. [41] developed some cognitive training tasks using VR technology to val-
idate the possibility of virtual reality for attention enhancement in a cognitive training
program. They found that immersive VR with cognitive training is effective for attention
enhancement, and they also confirmed that cognitive training could improve the attention
span of children and adolescents with behavioral problems. Mei et al. [42] proposed a
joint attention training approach using Customizable Virtual Human (CVH) and a VR
game to assist with joint attention training. Their study revealed insights into how the user
interacted with the CVH and how these interactions affected joint attention. The results
showed that the CVH made participants gaze less at the irrelevant area in the VR game.
Based on the definitions and theories discussed above, a VR attention training system is
designed in this study and the objective is to enrich the traditional APT training method,
improve the attention of elementary school students, and provide them a more interesting
and effective training experience.

1.3. Cognitive Load and Learning Anxiety

Cognitive load is the amount of effort placed on an individual’s cognitive system
when performing a specific task [43]. If the amount of information exceeds the capacity of
the working memory, it can have a negative impact on the learner, such as affecting their
learning comprehension or problem-solving ability. The cognitive load can be categorized
as: intrinsic cognitive load, extraneous cognitive load, and germane cognitive load as
described in the following:

• Intrinsic cognitive load: The intrinsic cognitive load relates to the difficulty of learning
content and the prior knowledge of learners rather than the teaching method or how
the material is presented. Usually, the same content will produce a lower intrinsic
cognitive load for learners with more prior knowledge, and a higher intrinsic cognitive
load for learners with less prior knowledge.

• Extraneous cognitive load: Extraneous cognitive load is related to external elements
such as instructional design, presentation of materials, and teaching activities. There-
fore, the extraneous cognitive load of a learner can be reduced through appropriate
instructional design and teaching processes.

• Germane cognitive load: Germane cognitive load is related to the extraneous cogni-
tive load. Through the design of appropriate teaching materials and teaching activities,
the extraneous cognitive load can be reduced and motivation and concentration can
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be increased, which can help construct an effective learning model to achieve learning
goals more easily.

Learning anxiety means that students may feel nervous, fearful, or challenged in
learning, and it may affect their academic performance. Learning anxiety is also an im-
portant factor causing negative attitudes and less confidence in learning. Many students
are affected by academic pressure or learning anxiety because it may decrease the quality
of sleep, diet, and the ability to focus on learning, resulting in lower learning outcomes.
Learning anxiety is more common in a second foreign language or math studies. In order
to reduce the source of stress during learning, designing good teaching materials and
activities is an important task for instructors. Therefore, this study has investigated the
effects of different training methods on learning anxiety for improvement.

The purpose of this research is to develop a VR training system for improving the
attention of elementary school students. With the 3D interactive user interface, the students
can conduct attention training in an immersive environment isolated from the outside
world. This study also investigates whether the VR system performs better than the
computerized APT in improving their attention. Based on the above research objectives,
the following questions are to be answered in this study.

(1) Does the VR training system improve the attention of elementary school students?
(2) What is the effectiveness of the VR training system on different types of attention for

elementary school students?
(3) Is the VR training system more effective than the computerized APT?
(4) Are there improvements in cognitive load and learning anxiety by the VR training

system as compared to the computerized APT?

2. VR Training System Design

There are different types of VR devices on the market. This study used HTC VIVE for
the PC-based VR and HTC VIVE Focus Plus for all-in-one VR. To develop VR software on a
computer, it is required to download Steam VR and connect the VR devices to the computer.
To use Unity3D for VR development, it is necessary to download two plug-ins, i.e., Steam
VR and VIVE Input Utility for Unity3D to integrate with the VR devices. When using HTC
VIVE Focus Plus, the designer must download VIVE Wave SDK instead of the above two
plug-ins. Unity3D is a game engine for developing virtual scenes and 3D objects. The
games developed by Unity3D can be executed on many platforms such as Android, iOS,
Windows, and Wii. Unity3D has a hierarchical and integrated development environment to
facilitate visual editing using detailed attribute editors and dynamic game previews. The
Unity3D development environment consists of a scene view, an object hierarchy, a project
area, and an inspector area as shown in Figure 1.

This study used Unity3D to design two VR games for attention training based on the
clinical model proposed by Sohlberg and Mateer [7]. The VR games are “Electrical Maze”
and “Matching Shape or Color”. The former is designed for training sustained attention,
selective attention, and divided attention, and the latter is designed for training focused
attention, selective attention, and alternate attention. The game rules and training contents
for the VR games are described as follows.
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Figure 1. Designing the VR training system using Unity3D.

2.1. Electrical Maze

The user can play the “Electrical Maze” game using the HTC VIVE headset and
controller to immerse in the virtual world for training attention (Figure 2). This VR game is
similar to the fire electric pen, a traditional game in which the player must hold a charged
stick in his or her hand and move forward through the path without touching the border.
If the player touches the border too many times, the game will return to the origin and
start again. There are three stages for training different types of attention. Each stage has a
timer and a scorer to record the time spent and the score obtained, which can be used to
determine the player’s attention ability.
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Figure 2. Playing the “Electrical Maze” game for attention training: (a) clicking on the target number;
(b) moving along the path without touching the border.

• Improving divided attention: To improve the ability of divided attention, this stage
requires the player to perform two different tasks at the same time by appropriately
distributing their attention. The player must use the right hand to hold the orange
stick and move along the path, where numbers will appear randomly in the distance.
The player must use the yellow stick in the left hand to click on the numbers as they
appear and pay attention not to touch the border. In this way, the player is trained to
allocate attention to different tasks separately, which cannot be completed without
paying attention. If the player touches the border too many times or fails to click on
the correct number, it means allocative attention is insufficient and therefore needs to
be improved.
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• Improving selective attention: To improve selective attention, distractors are added
in this stage to lead the player away from choosing the correct objects. Squares with
different colors will appear on the way forward to influence judgment. Green squares
are the target objects and they can add points whereas red squares are distractors to
deduct points, so the player should avoid choosing red squares. In this stage, the
player must choose the correct objects (green squares) and avoid touching distracting
objects (red squares). If the player touches the border or distractors too many times, it
means the selective attention is insufficient and needs to be enhanced.

• Improving sustained attention: To improve sustained attention, the overall training
process lasts about six minutes. This stage requires the player to be careful and
not to touch the border. After the first two stages, it is not easy for the player to
maintain attention during the third stage for a long period of time. To complete the
six-minute training, the player must be fully concentrated but may still touch the
border accidentally. Touching the border too many times in this stage means that
attention cannot be maintained until the end and thus sustained attention needs to
be strengthened.

2.2. Matching Shape or Color

In this game, a virtual space and geometric objects with different shapes or colors are
created for the player to match the correct object within a short time (Figure 3). There are
four stages in this game, the first two in the same scene and the last two in another. The first
and third stages are to match the shape of an object, using the colors and similar shapes as
the interference. The game rule is to pick up the small object near the player and throw it at
the large object of the same shape regardless of its color. The second and fourth stages are
just the opposite, with the shape being used as the interference. The player needs to judge
the color of an object and pick up the small object and throw it at the large object with the
same color. If the judgment is correct, the player will receive ten points and the small object
will disappear; otherwise, ten points will be deducted. The training time in this game takes
about two minutes with 30 s in each stage. The left picture in Figure 3 shows the screen of
matching the shape of the small object by throwing it at a large object with the same shape.
The right picture shows the screen matching the color of the small object by throwing it at a
large object of the same color.
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• Improving focused attention: In order to improve the ability of focused attention,
the player must respond directly to what he or she sees immediately and make the
right decision. “Response time” is a very important factor, so the player’s response
time and correctness of selection are recorded during the training process. Under the
pressure of 30 s per stage, the player has to judge the color and shape of an object in a
very short time. If the number of objects correctly chosen within the time is too small,
it means the focused attention is insufficient and therefore needs to be improved.
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• Improving selective attention: In order to improve selective attention, the player
must ignore the interference of distracting objects and select the correct object to gain
points. In the process of matching the color or shape of an object, there are objects with
different colors or similar shapes to interfere with the player’s judgment. If there are
too many errors within this stage, it means the player is easily disturbed and therefore
selective attention needs to be enhanced.

• Improving alternating attention: In order to improve alternating attention, the player
must switch between selecting the color and the shape of an object. The first and
third stages are designed for judging the shape of an object, whereas the second and
fourth stages are designed for judging the color of an object. If incorrect selections are
made due to wrong judgment, the player is unable to switch attention properly and
therefore alternating attention needs to be improved.

3. Materials and Methods

In this study, a VR attention training system is designed to investigate whether the VR
technology is effective in improving the attention of elementary school students and how it
affects each type of attention. A training experiment was conducted with 66 students at an
elementary school in Hsinchu, Taiwan as experimental subjects. One class of third-grade
and one class of fourth-grade students were used as the experimental group with a total
of 34 students. Another two classes (third and fourth graders) were used as the control
group with a total of 32 students. Because the participants were underage, the researchers
must obtain the consent of their parents, and the “Parental Consent Form” had to be signed
before the experiment was conducted to guarantee no physical or psychological harm
to their children. During the experiment, the control group used the APT tool and the
experimental group used the VR system to investigate the effectiveness of different training
methods on the five types of attention.

3.1. Experimental Design

A pre-test and post-test design of the quasi-experimental method was adopted in this
study. The experimental group performed VR training and the control group performed
the APT. Both groups took the pre-test and post-test of the “Attention scale for elementary
school children” before and after the training, respectively. The experimental design is
shown in Table 1, where the codes of the tests and attention training for the experimental
and control groups are listed below. The independent variable, dependent variables, and
controlled variables in the experiment are shown Figure 4.

• O1, O2: The pre-test before receiving attention training. The test instrument is the
“Attention scale for elementary school children”.

• O3, O4: The post-test after receiving attention training. The test instrument is the
“Attention scale for elementary school children”.

• X1: The experimental group performed VR attention training.
• X2: The control group performed computerized APT.

Table 1. Attention training and achievement tests for both groups.

Group Pre-Test Training Post-Test

Experimental group O1 X1 O3
Control group O2 X2 O4
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Figure 5 shows the flowchart of the attention training experiment. First, the experi-
mental group and the control group took the pre-test of “Attention scale for elementary
school children” to measure their attention ability before training. After that, the control
group performed attention training using the computerized APT. The APT training was
not limited by equipment, so only one session was needed to include all participants and
the training time was 40 min. Because the number of HMDs was not enough, the partici-
pants had to be trained in two sessions, each lasting for 20 min. Finally, both groups took
the post-test of “Attention scale for elementary school children” and then performed the
questionnaire survey on cognitive load and learning anxiety.
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3.2. Research Tools

The research tools used in this study include the computerized APT, the VR train-
ing system, the attention scale for elementary school children, and the questionnaires to
measure the learning anxiety and cognitive load for attention training.

3.2.1. APT Tool

The APT tool covers the five dimensions of attention: focused attention, sustained
attention, selective attention, alternating attention, and divided attention. It can be used to
provide specific training to address different types of attention problems. This training tool
has been used in various medical and rehabilitation settings, and many case studies showed
that children after APT improved not only their attention but also their learning abilities.
The computerized APT tool used in this study was adapted from the APT tool, a public
resource from YouTube [44]. One question was selected from each of the five attention
domains and the selected questions were reformatted using the E-prime system [9] as
listed in Table 2. In this study, the purpose of APT was to improve the focused, sustained,
selectivity, alternating, and divided attention of the participants. The total training time
was approximately 10 min.
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Table 2. Training questions of the APT tool for each type of attention.

Attention Training Description

Focused attention Above

Click the left mouse button if the meaning of the word matches
the position (e.g., “Above” is above the line). Click the right
mouse button if the meaning of the word does not match the
position (e.g., “Above” is below the line).

Sustained attention 9 Click the left mouse button if the number on the screen is a
multiple of 3, but do not respond if it is not a multiple of 3.

Selective attention
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3.2.2. VR Training Games

In this study, two VR training games were designed to improve the attention of
elementary school students, namely, “Electrical Maze” and “Matching Shape or Color”,
and the design concept is based on the five types of attention (Table 3). The former can
improve sustained attention, selective attention, and divided attention; the latter can
improve focused attention, selective attention, and alternating attention. The total training
time of the VR system is approximately 10 min (Figure 6).

Table 3. Training tasks of the VR games for different types of attention.

VR Games Attention Description

Electrical Maze

Sustained attention Trainees were required to maintain their attention to
avoid touching the border within a period of time.

Selective attention When encountering distractors, trainees need to stay
undisturbed and choose the correct objects.

Divided attention Trainees need to move forward without touching the
border and click on the numbers they see.

Matching Shape or Color

Focused attention Under time pressure, the trainee has to determine the
color or shape of the object immediately.

Selective attention Trainees should choose the target object without being
disturbed by the color or shape of other objects.

Alternating attention Trainees are required to alternate between matching
color or shape when selecting the target object.
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3.2.3. Attention Scale for Elementary School Children

The “Attention scale for elementary school children” was developed by Lin [45], and
it consists of five types of attention and 10 test items based on the attention dimensions:
focused, sustained, selectivity, alternating, and divided attention (Table 4). It can be used to
screen children with attention deficits and analyze their attention problems according to
the test results, and then implement a follow-up attention training program according to
the problems detected. The test has good reliability and validity. The reliability of the test
includes construction reliability and internal validity, and the validity is based on expert
validation and approval by various scholars. The full scale was consistently correlated with
each of the attention subscales and subtests.

Table 4. Test items of the attention scale for elementary school children.

Attention Test Item Description

Focused attention
Number guided test The numbers from one to nine are arranged randomly and the subject must

circle as many target numbers as possible within one minute.

Text-oriented test The text is randomly arranged and the subject has to delete as much of the
target text as possible within one minute.

Sustained attention
Petal contrast test A flower with two layers of petals is placed on the screen. The subject must

remove as many flowers with different petals as possible within five minutes.

Digital circle test The numbers from one to nine are arranged randomly and the subject must
circle the numbers smaller than the previous number within five minutes.

Selective attention

Map search test
The background is a subway map, and the paths and stations on the map
are used as distractors. The subject has to circle as many target objects as
possible within one minute without being disturbed by the distractors.

Symbol detection test
Overlaying different shades of note symbols as distractors, the subject
must circle as many target symbols as possible within one minute without
being distracted by the shallower note symbols.

Alternating attention
Alternating symbols test Two simple shapes are randomly arranged, and the subject must alternate

circling the specific shape as many times as possible within one minute.

Alternate number test Given two single-digit numbers randomly arranged, the subject must
alternate circling as many specific numbers as possible within one minute.

Divided attention

Circle combined with
monophonic test

The test is combined with auditory stimulation. In addition to the digital
circle test, the subject must listen for the presence of a specific single tone
and check the box on the test sheet immediately when a single tone is
heard. The score of the digital circle test will be deducted from the score of
the single-tone error.

Contrast combined with
monophonic test

The subject must listen for the presence of a specific single tone and check
the box on the test sheet immediately when a single tone is heard. The petal
contrast test score will be deducted from the single-tone check mark score.
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3.2.4. Questionnaire Survey

A questionnaire survey was conducted to measure the learning anxiety and cognitive
load during the training process.

• Cognitive load scale: In this study, the cognitive load in attention training was mea-
sured by self-assessment using the scale of cognitive load inventory proposed by
Sweller [42]. It is composed of two components: mental effort and mental load. This
scale consists of four questions to measure the cognitive load on training content. The
first question is the degree of difficulty in performing the training; the second question
is the degree of effort in understanding the training material; the third question is the
degree of concentration; the fourth question is the degree of stress.

• Learning anxiety scale: In order to understand the learning anxiety during the train-
ing process, a learning anxiety scale was designed to measure the anxiety level in
attention training using the five-point Likert scale, with a higher score indicating more
learning anxiety.

4. Experimental Results and Discussion

The experimental results were processed and analyzed after attention training. There
were five subscales in the attention test for both groups. The pre-test and post-test scores
were used to observe the performance of the subjects on the five types of attention. The
statistical software SPSS was used to analyze the test data. The results of the attention
test for elementary school children in both groups were analyzed by paired sample t-test
and ANCOVA to examine whether the computerized APT and the VR training system
were effective in improving students’ attention and the difference in training effectiveness
between the two groups. For the questionnaire results, the mean, standard deviation,
reliability, and t-test significance were calculated to investigate the differences in cognitive
load and learning anxiety between the two groups.

4.1. Effectiveness on Attention Training

In order to understand the effectiveness of different training methods in improving
children’s attention, the pre-test and post-test of “Attention scale for elementary school
children” were taken by both groups before and after the attention training. The total score
of the test is 190 points, with 38 points allocated to each of the five attention dimensions.
In the following, the attention scores are calculated for both groups, and the differences
between the pre-test and post-test for both groups are analyzed.

Table 5 shows that the mean scores of the post-test for both groups are higher than
those of the pre-test, indicating that participants have improved their attention after the
training. The t-test results of the experimental group (Table 6) reveal that the difference
between pre-test and post-test scores reaches a significant level (p < 0.001), indicating
the VR training system had a significant impact on improving children’s attention. The
t-test results of the control group show that the difference between pre-test and post-
test scores reaches a significant level (p < 0.001), so the computerized APT could also
improve children’s attention. Because the p-values for both groups are significant, the
analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) is used to compare the training effectiveness between the
two groups.

Table 5. Descriptive statistics of the training effectiveness for both groups.

Group Test Samples Mean S.D. S.E.

Experimental group Pre-test 34 100.088 3.408 19.877
Post-test 34 125.323 3.970 23.151

Control group Pre-test 32 107.656 3.238 18.320
Post-test 32 117.562 3.409 19.288
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Table 6. Results of paired sample t-test on attention training for both groups.

Group Mean S.D. T D.F. p

Experimental group −25.235 12.002 −12.259 33 0.000 ***
Control group −9.906 9.198 −6.092 31 0.000 ***

*** p < 0.001.

The test results of intra-group homogeneity by regression analysis (Table 7) reveal that
the p-value is higher than the significant level (p = 0.637 > 0.05). Therefore, the ANCOVA
can be conducted to compare the difference in post-test scores between the two groups.
According to the ANCOVA results (Table 8), there is a significant difference in the training
effectiveness between the two groups (p < 0.001), and the experimental group performed
better than the control group because the former made more progress (25.235) than the
latter (9.906) according to the results in Table 5.

Table 7. Results of the intra-group homogeneity test for both groups.

Resource S.S. D.F. M.S. F p

group*pre 26.564 1 26.564
0.225 0.637error 7322.991 62 118.113

Table 8. ANCOVA results on training effectiveness for the two groups.

Resource S.S. D.F. M.S. F p

group 3599.272 1 3599.272
30.853 0.000 ***error 7349.555 63 116.660

*** p < 0.001.

4.2. Dimensional Effectiveness

In this section, the training effectiveness of dimensional attention, i.e., focused atten-
tion, sustained attention, selective attention, alternating attention, and divided attention is
analyzed for both groups to evaluate the performance of the VR system.

4.2.1. Focused Attention

Table 9 shows the descriptive statistics of focused attention scores before and after
training for the two groups. According to the results of paired sample t-test (Table 10), the
experimental group achieved a highly significant level (p < 0.001), but the control group
did not (p = 0.350 > 0.05). It is inferred that virtual reality is immersive and interactive,
allowing participants to focus on responding to the visual and auditory stimuli during the
training process without being disturbed by the outside world. In addition, the VR games
require participants to respond to the stimulation within a short time, which is effective in
training immediate reaction and focused attention.

Table 9. Descriptive statistics of focused attention for both groups.

Group Test Samples Mean S.D. S.E.

Experimental group Pre-test 34 19.029 5.578 0.956
Post-test 34 24.470 5.287 0.906

Control group Pre-test 32 19.625 4.477 0.791
Post-test 32 20.281 4.913 0.868
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Table 10. Results of paired sample t-test of focused attention for both groups.

Group T D.F. p

Experimental group −5.975 33 0.000 ***
Control group −0.948 31 0.350

*** p < 0.001.

The test results of intra-group homogeneity by regression analysis (Table 11) reveal that
the p-value has not reached a significant level (p = 0.299 > 0.05). Therefore, the ANCOVA
can be conducted to compare the training effectiveness of the two groups. The ANCOVA
results (Table 12) show a significant difference in the training effectiveness between the
two groups (p < 0.001). Because the progress between the pre-test and post-test by the
experimental group is greater than that of the control group, the VR system was more
effective than the computerized APT in terms of focused attention.

Table 11. Results of the intra-group homogeneity test for both groups.

Resource S.S. D.F. M.S. F p

group*pre 19.372 1 19.372
1.096 0.299error 1096.103 62 17.679

Table 12. ANCOVA results of focused attention for the two groups.

Resource S.S. D.F. M.S. F p

group 337.842 1 337.842
19.081 0.000 ***error 1115.475 63 17.706

*** p < 0.001.

4.2.2. Sustained Attention

Table 13 shows the descriptive statistics of sustained attention scores for both groups.
From the results of paired sample t-test (Table 14), the experimental group achieved
a significant level (p < 0.001), and the control group also achieved a significant level
(p < 0.001). Therefore, it is required to compare their training effectiveness using ANCOVA.

Table 13. Descriptive statistics of sustained attention for both groups.

Group Test Samples Mean S.D. S.E.

Experimental group Pre-test 34 18.588 5.240 0.898
Post-test 34 25.088 6.675 1.144

Control group Pre-test 32 20.531 4.593 0.811
Post-test 32 24.281 5.714 1.010

Table 14. Results of paired sample t-test sustained attention for both groups.

Group T D.F. p

Experimental group −8.157 33 0.000 ***
Control group −5.847 31 0.000 ***

*** p < 0.001.

The test results of intra-group homogeneity by regression analysis (Table 15) reveal that
the p-value has not reached a significant level (p = 0.841 > 0.05). Therefore, the ANCOVA
can be conducted for analysis. According to the ANCOVA results (Table 16), there is a
significant difference in the effectiveness of the two groups (p = 0.016 < 0.05). Because
the progress between the pre-test and post-test by the experimental group is greater than
that of the control group, the experimental group performed better than the control group,
indicating that the VR training system was more effective than the computerized APT in
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terms of sustained attention. It is inferred that the VR games allowed participants to focus
on the training content for a long time, which was helpful in improving sustained attention.
For example, in the “Electrical Maze” game, participants had to maintain attention to avoid
touching the border during the task while selecting correct objects.

Table 15. Results of the intra-group homogeneity test for both groups.

Resource S.S. D.F. M.S. F p

group*pre 0.729 1 0.729
0.041 0.841error 1113.521 62 17.960

Table 16. ANCOVA results of sustained attention for the two groups.

Resource S.S. D.F. M.S. F p

group 109.402 1 109.402
6.186 0.016 *error 1114.250 63 17.687

* p < 0.05.

4.2.3. Selective Attention

Table 17 shows the descriptive statistics of selective attention scores for both groups.
From the results of the paired sample t-test (Table 18), the experimental group achieved a
higher significant level of selective attention (p < 0.001), and the control group achieved a
lower significant level (p = 0.046 < 0.05). Thus, the ANCOVA is conducted to compare the
effectiveness of attention training between the two groups.

Table 17. Descriptive statistics of selective attention for both groups.

Group Test Samples Mean S.D. S.E.

Experimental group Pre-test 34 24.970 5.396 0.925
Post-test 34 30.176 5.474 0.938

Control group Pre-test 32 27.187 4.268 0.754
Post-test 32 28.500 4.690 0.829

Table 18. Results of paired sample t-test of selective attention for both groups.

Group T D.F. p

Experimental group −8.170 33 0.000 ***
Control group −2.075 31 0.046

*** p < 0.001.

The test results of intra-group homogeneity by regression analysis (Table 19) reveal that
the p-value has not reached a significant level (p = 0.893 > 0.05). Therefore, the ANCOVA
can be conducted to compare the difference of training scores between the two groups.

Table 19. Results of the intra-group homogeneity test for both groups.

Resource S.S. D.F. M.S. F p

group*pre 0.225 1 0.225
0.018 0.893error 770.233 62 12.423

According to the ANCOVA results (Table 20), there is a significant difference in the
training effectiveness of the two groups (p < 0.001) and the progress between the pre-test
and post-test by the experimental group is greater than that of the control group, indicating
that the VR training system was more effective than the computerized APT on selective
attention. It is inferred that adding distractors to the VR games was useful in improving
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participants’ selective attention. Compared to the computerized APT, the VR training
system enabled more direct interaction with participants. For example, the “Matching
Shape or Color” game allowed participants to focus on the task of selecting correct objects
while distracted to achieve the goal of training selective attention.

Table 20. ANCOVA results of selective attention for the two groups.

Resource S.S. D.F. M.S. F p

group 178.785 1 178.785
14.619 0.000 ***error 770.458 63 12.229

*** p < 0.001.

4.2.4. Alternating Attention

Table 21 shows the descriptive statistics of alternating attention scores for both groups.
According to the results of the paired sample t-test (Table 22), the experimental group
achieved a significant level (p < 0.001) and the control group also achieved a significant
level (p = 0.008 < 0.01). Therefore, it is required to compare the training effectiveness of the
two groups on alternating attention using ANCOVA.

Table 21. Descriptive statistics of alternating attention for both groups.

Group Test Samples Mean S.D. S.E.

Experimental group Pre-test 34 18.441 5.950 1.020
Post-test 34 23.117 5.628 0.965

Control group Pre-test 32 18.937 5.041 0.891
Post-test 32 21.062 4.449 0.786

Table 22. Results of paired sample t-test of alternating attention for both groups.

Group T D.F. p

Experimental group −6.036 33 0.000 ***
Control group −2.835 31 0.008 **

** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

The test results of intra-group homogeneity by regression analysis (Table 23) reveal
that the p-value has not reached a significant level (p = 0.491 > 0.05), so the ANCOVA can
be conducted for analysis. The ANCOVA results (Table 24) show a significant difference in
the training effectiveness of the two groups (p = 0.016 < 0.05) and the progress between the
pre-test and post-test by the experimental group is greater than that of the control group,
indicating that the VR training system was more effective than the computerized APT
on alternating attention. It is inferred that the VR games allowed participants to allocate
different attention abilities alternately. In the “Matching Shape or Color” game, participants
could correctly switch their focus between different types of attention by interleaving the
color and the shape of objects, which was helpful for enhancing their alternating attention.

Table 23. Results of the intra-group homogeneity test for both groups.

Resource S.S. D.F. M.S. F p

group*pre 7.172 1 7.172
0.480 0.491error 925.476 62 14.927
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Table 24. ANCOVA results of alternating attention for the two groups.

Resource S.S. D.F. M.S. F p

group 91.442 1 91.442
6.177 0.016 *error 932.648 63 14.804

* p < 0.05.

4.2.5. Divided Attention

Table 25 shows the descriptive statistics of divided attention for the two groups.
According to the results of paired sample t-test (Table 26), the experimental group achieved
a significant level of progress on divided attention (p < 0.001) and the control group also
achieved a significant level (p = 0.001 < 0.01), so it is required to compare the training
effectiveness of the two groups on divided attention using ANCOVA.

Table 25. Descriptive statistics of divided attention for both groups.

Group Test Samples Mean S.D. S.E.

Experimental
group

Pre-test 34 19.058 4.728 0.810
Post-test 34 22.764 6.174 1.058

Control
group

Pre-test 32 21.062 5.713 1.009
Post-test 32 23.156 5.524 0.976

Table 26. Results of paired sample t-test of divided attention for both groups.

Group T D.F. p

Experimental group −6.183 33 0.000 ***
Control group −3.895 31 0.001 **

** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

The test results of intra-group homogeneity by regression analysis (Table 27) reveal that
the p-value has not reached a significant level (p = 0.112 > 0.05). Therefore, the ANCOVA can
be conducted for analysis. According to the ANCOVA results (Table 28), there is no significant
difference in distributive attention between the two groups (p = 0.078 > 0.05), indicating that
the experimental group and the control group had similar training effectiveness on distributive
attention. Although there is no significant difference in divided attention between the two
groups, the experimental group still made more progress (3.706) than the control group (2.094).
In the “Electrical Maze” game, participants were trained to handle two tasks at the same time
(clicking the target object and avoiding collision with the border), and they had to allocate
their attention to different tasks to complete the mission, which was helpful for improving
divided attention.

Table 27. Results of the intra-group homogeneity test for both groups.

Resource S.S. D.F. M.S. F p

group*pre 27.426 1 27.426
2.598 0.112error 654.488 62 10.556

Table 28. ANCOVA results of divided attention for the two groups.

Resource S.S. D.F. M.S. F p

group 34.673 1 34.673
3.204 0.078error 681.874 63 10.823

4.3. Cognitive Load Analysis

The questionnaire on cognitive load is divided into two parts, mental effort and mental
load. Each part contains four questions, using a scale of 1 to 9, and a higher score means
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more cognitive load. It was used to measure participants’ difficulty, effort, concentration,
and stress levels during attention training. Table 29 shows the t-test results of the overall
cognitive load for both groups. It can be seen that the VR training system caused less
cognitive load for participants, indicating that the immersive nature of virtual reality
allowed them to focus on the training and thus reduced their cognitive load.

Table 29. Results of one-sample t-test on cognitive load for both groups.

Group Samples Mean S.D. T p

Experimental group 33 12.393 7.097
−2.079 0.042 *

Control group 32 16.000 6.876
* p < 0.05.

Table 30 shows the questionnaire results on cognitive load for the two groups. The
scores of the experimental group are lower than those of the control group in all items,
and a significant difference exists in the fourth question “The level of stress caused by
the attention training” (p = 0.028 < 0.05). It can be inferred that the VR training system
was less stressful for participants because they could experience the fun of playing VR
games during the training process, which was useful for reducing the psychological stress
caused by attention training. In addition, the score of the third question “Concentration
level of attention training” is the lowest among all questions, indicating that both groups
maintained good concentration during the training process.

Table 30. Questionnaire results on cognitive load for both groups.

Questions Experimental Group Control Group
T p

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

1. Difficulty of attention training content. 4.000 2.750 4.343 2.088 −0.566 0.573
2. Effort level of attention training content. 3.181 2.455 4.156 2.424 −1.610 0.112
3. Concentration level of attention training. 2.424 1.677 2.906 2.100 −1.042 0.310
4. Stress level of attention training. 3.060 2.448 4.593 3.014 −2.254 0.028 *

* p < 0.05.

4.4. Learning Anxiety Analysis

The questionnaire on learning anxiety contains ten questions, implemented by the
5-point Likert scale. It was used to investigate participants’ learning anxiety and preference
for attention training. According to the t-test results (Table 31), there is a significant
difference in the level of learning anxiety between the two groups (p = 0.001 < 0.01). The
score of the experimental group is lower than that of the control group, indicating that the
VR games created a relaxing and enjoyable training environment to reduce the learning
anxiety of the experimental group during the training process.

Table 31. Results of one-sample t-test on learning anxiety for the two groups.

Group Samples Mean S.D. T p

Experimental Group 33 20.3333 6.03462
−3.329 0.001 **

Control Group 32 25.75 7.05737
** p < 0.01.

Table 32 compares the questionnaire results on learning anxiety between the two
groups, and the questions with a higher significance are listed in the following. It is noted
that items 5, 6, 8, and 10 are inverted questions and rescaling must be done when calculating
the average score in the t-test.
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Table 32. Questionnaire results of learning anxiety for both groups.

Questions Experimental Group Control Group
T p

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

1. I will not be able to sleep because I have to
do the attention training tomorrow. 2.000 1.030 1.843 1.194 0.565 0.574

2. I often feel nervous during attention training. 2.606 1.560 3.468 1.294 −2.422 0.018 *
3. I can’t relax after doing attention training. 2.151 1.277 2.281 1.142 −0.431 0.668
4. I hate to do attention training. 1.787 1.192 2.000 1.244 −0.702 0.485
5. I want to do attention training every day.

(inverse) 2.121 1.317 3.343 1.515 −3.474 0.000 ***

6. I feel relaxed and happy during attention
training. (inverse) 2.484 1.481 2.968 1.121 −1.481 0.143

7. I often feel my heart beat faster during
attention training. 2.787 1.408 2.937 1.412 −0.427 0.670

8. I like to do attention training. (inverse) 1.636 0.895 2.625 1.338 −3.511 0.000 ***
9. I feel bored during attention training. 1.666 0.957 1.906 1.117 −0.929 0.356
10. I find the content of attention training

interesting. (inverse) 1.545 0.869 2.437 1.543 −2.882 0.005 **

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

• “I often feel nervous during attention training” (p = 0.018 < 0.05 *)

The VR training was less likely to bring tension to participants because it was more
relaxing and enjoyable than the computerized APT, which was mostly numerical and
textual training.

• “I want to do attention training every day” (p < 0.001 ***)

The experimental group was more willing to perform attention training because the
VR games were more interesting than the computerized APT. Therefore, the experiment
group had a higher intention than the control group.

• “I like to do attention training” (p < 0.001 ***)

The participants’ preference for VR training was higher than for the computerized
APT because the former was immersive and interactive, allowing them to play fun games
in the training process.

• “I think the content of attention training is interesting” (p = 0.005 < 0.01 **)

The computerized APT contained monotonous questions and mouse-click responses,
which were boring to participants. The VR games were immersive and required participants
to complete exciting tasks during attention training.

4.5. Discussion

A VR system has been developed in this study for training the attention of elementary
school students. The 3D interactive user interface and interesting VR games allowed
the students to conduct attention training in an immersive environment isolated from
the outside world. The training effectiveness on overall and different types of attention
by the VR system and the computerized APT were compared by statistical analysis. A
questionnaire survey was also conducted to measure the learning anxiety and cognitive
load during the training process. According to the experimental results, the research
questions are answered as follows.

(1) Does the VR training system improve the attention of elementary school students?

According to the results of paired sample t-test, the experimental group achieved a
highly significant level of progress after attention training. The ANCOVA result also shows
a significant difference in the training effectiveness between the two groups. Therefore, the
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VR training system is more effective than the computerized APT in improving the attention
of elementary school students.

(2) What is the effectiveness of the VR training system on different types of attention for
elementary school students?

The training effectiveness on different types of attention is analyzed for both groups to
evaluate the performance of the VR training system. According to the experimental results,
the significance of training effectiveness on individual attention is: focused attention
(p < 0.001), sustained attention (p < 0.001), selective attention (p < 0.001), alternating
attention (p = 0.016 < 0.05), and divided attention (p = 0.078), indicating that the VR training
system is effective in most types of attention training.

(3) Is the VR training system more effective than the computerized APT?

The experimental group performed better than the control group in attention training,
especially sustained attention, because the VR training system allowed participants to
play interesting games but the computerized APT was boring and it contained only text
and pictures. The VR training system is immersive and required participants to complete
the tasks with interference. Therefore, it is more effective than the computerized APT in
attention training for elementary school students.

(4) Are there better improvements in cognitive load and learning anxiety by the VR
training system as compared to the computerized APT?

The questionnaire results showed that the experimental group had lower learning
anxiety and cognitive load than the control group. Therefore, there are improvements in
reducing cognitive load and learning anxiety by the VR training system as compared to the
computerized APT.

5. Conclusions

The purpose of this study is to investigate the effectiveness of VR attention training and
the computerized APT on elementary school students as well as their anxiety and cognitive
load in the training process. A training experiment was conducted, where the experimental
group conducted VR training and the control group received the computerized APT. The
experimental results showed that both groups achieved significant progress after the
training. The results of statistical analysis indicated that VR training was more effective
than the computerized APT in improving participants’ attention. It is inferred that the
immersive nature of virtual reality allowed participants to focus on training without being
affected by external distractions and therefore could achieve better results.

5.1. Research Findings

The experimental group performed better than the control group in most types of
attention training, especially sustained attention, because VR training allowed participants
to focus on a specific task for a longer period of time. The result is the same as that obtained
by Cho et al. [24] because VR training can improve the attention span of children and
adolescents with behavioral problems. Sustained attention is a significant factor in school
learning, and children with good sustained attention are able to focus on learning without
being distracted by interference, thus more sustained attention can also improve learning
performance. The computerized APT was less effective in selective and focused attention.
The interference from neighboring participants and monotonous training content might be
the reasons for the ineffectiveness. Similar results were obtained by Mei et al. [25] where
the customizable virtual human made the participants focus on the VR game and gaze less
at the irrelevant area of the game’s background.

The questionnaire results show that the control group had incurred more learning
anxiety and cognitive load than the experimental group. It is inferred that the contents of
APT training were mostly numbers and mouse-clicking responses, which were monotonous
and boring to the participants, and could reduce their willingness to conduct attention
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training. In contrast, the VR training was immersive and interactive, which was useful in
reducing participants’ cognitive load and anxiety.

The experimental results revealed that many elementary school students had attention
deficits, and the stage of elementary school is a critical time for attention development. If
teachers understand the situation, they can deal with this problem by providing students
with suitable training content to reduce their attention deficits. The experimental results
show that attention could be improved through proper training and that the VR training
system is more effective than the computerized APT. Therefore, teachers can perform
attention training by allowing students to play VR games to strengthen their attention
ability and thereby enhance their learning effectiveness.

5.2. Limitations and Future Works

(1) Limitations: Although VR training is effective for improving children’s atten-
tion, there are some limitations for extending the findings and applications of VR training,
including research subjects, experimental equipment, and research variables as
described below:

• Research subjects: This study was conducted only with third- and fourth-grade stu-
dents in an elementary school in Hsinchu, Taiwan as the research subjects. Therefore,
the findings cannot be extrapolated to other graders or areas in the country. If re-
searchers need more representative results, they may need to select a wider area or
different grades as the target population when performing the training experiment.

• Experimental equipment: This study required the use of HTC VIVE and controllers
as the research equipment. Due to the number of VR devices available, it was not
possible for all participants to perform training at the same time. With the limited time
for conducting the training experiment, only a short-term training effect was observed,
and it could not be interpreted as long-term training effect.

• Research variables: Because the family background, learning environment, and per-
sonal characteristics may affect the training effectiveness of individual students, it
is suggested to add more variables to this study in the future, such as urban/rural
disparity, familiarity with information technology, and physiological factors such that
more in-depth investigation and findings can be obtained. In addition, VR training
may not be suitable for those students suffering from physical discomfort due to the
symptoms of dizziness and nausea when wearing the HMD, so it is required to reduce
the training time, especially for young children, to avoid motion sickness.

(2) Future works: There are three directions for future works:

• This study used quantitative data as the analysis tool. It is suggested that future
studies may include qualitative data, and interviews could be used to understand
more about the reasons behind the results of quantitative analysis or to understand
the students’ feelings and emotions during the training process.

• This study was focused on the results after training because the retention effect and
follow-up test were not included due to the available experimental time. Future
studies can perform a long-term observation to explore the follow-up effect.

• The test in this study was a paper-and-pencil test, which required much labor to record
test data and calculate the scores for analysis. Future studies can adopt computerized
tests to reduce the effort and time of collecting data and calculating the scores. An
online questionnaire survey can also be implemented to provide immediate response
and more direct feedback.
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